News Release
DCI Networking Chosen for InfoWorld Award
- IT Industry media honors DCI for advanced technology infrastructure built to serve banks HUTCHINSON, KAN., December 2, 2009 – DCI, a provider of full-service bank technology and
processing solutions to the financial industry, is proud to announce that DCI has been selected
as an honoree in the 2009 Top 100 IT Awards by InfoWorld Media Group.
The Award
Each year, InfoWorld recognizes 100 organizations that have implemented and integrated technologies
in innovative ways in pursuit of concrete business goals. DCI was chosen for the successful
implementation of our yearlong, $1.4 million IT infrastructure expansion including server virtualization
and mass data storage management completed this fall. Among the other honorees, the DCI
virtualization infrastructure project was selected as an example of how “…striking a new path in
IT can reap deep organizational rewards,” and how “…those leading the charge are doing far more
than keeping the lights on – they are redefining their organizations.”
The Project
The project was part of a long-term strategy to implement server virtualization and new mass
storage technologies that expand DCI’s capability to efficiently manage IT resources for the
company’s growing mix of client banks and services, including the Web-based iCore360® ASP .NET
core banking software, data security, disaster recovery and future hosted cloud services. The
expanded DCI infrastructure, completed with no disruption to DCI customers, efficiently leverages,
consolidates – and continuously replicates – the massive processing power and terabytes of storage
for our clients’ core processing, Oracle databases and hundreds of virtualized servers simultaneously
handling thousands of applications and transactions across our network of data centers.
The Future
This advanced virtualization technology and redundancy will dramatically ease future growth and
capability for DCI and our clients due to its ease of scalability and suitability for the iCore360®
ASP .NET core banking model and other Web-delivered, cloud services. Both DCI and our clients
can be proud of the fact that this expansion – and its recognition by leading IT industry authorities
like InfoWorld – ensures DCI’s continued reputation as a dynamically agile, forward-thinking
industry leader that provides the most advanced core processing services and support available.
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About InfoWorld
InfoWorld is a premier print and Web resource of expert insights on information technology modernization, architecture,
and strategy for IT decision makers in all industries. For more information on InfoWorld and the Top 100 IT Awards, visit
http://www.infoworld.com/t/itmanagement/top-100-it-projects-2009-860.
About DCI
Founded by bankers in 1963, Hutchinson, Kan.-based DCI is a privately-held provider of full-service bank technology and
processing solutions to the financial industry nationwide. DCI’s flagship product, iCore360 ®, is a native ASP .NET Web-based
core processing system for complete bank management, built around a single relational source of account information,
transaction integration and automation. Key features include integrated imaging, Internet/mobile/online banking, ATM/card
processing, teller automation, compliance, fraud prevention, IT management, networking and data security.
For more information about DCI and its products, visit www.datacenterinc.com.
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